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Assembly  -  Roma 2011 

from the A.I.R.C. 1971 site 

Saturday 12 November, at the Park Hotel Mancini, in Roma, was held the periodic assembly of F.I.S.S.C.. 

To do the honors, F.I.S.S.C.  and Italian Association Roma Club Dott. Francesco Lotito.   

Many the distinguished guests: Dott. Andrea Abodi, President of the ‘Lega Calcio di Serie B’; Antonio Di Sebastiano, Secretary of F.I.G.C.; Walter Sabatini, Sports Director A.S. Roma and Dottsa. Rosella Sensi, Assessor of Roma 

Capitale, as well ex presidente of A.S. Roma. 

Before the work of the assembly begun, Fausto Sala, Director of the Coordination of the Inter Club and Giuseppe Munafò of Milan Club, donated a valuable recognition to Lotito for the 40 years of AIRC. 

After the customary ritual greetings, the debate begun.  

Dott. Lotito begun the debate by talking about the supporter card, painting a picture of light and shadows. 

While it had the merit of reducing the phenomena of violence between rival fans and contributed to a significant reduction of police forces deployed, on the other hand has forced, however, the fans to undergo 

innumerable hardships.  

So it is hoped that in the near future all procedures governing the conduct of visiting fans are normalised and standarised, since up to now they differ from city to city. 

Dott. Lotito also focused on problems related to the expensive match tickets and the excessive postponement of matches during the weekend, factors which are harmful to the “health” of all fans; he affirmed that 

F.I.S.S.C.,  is conducting a series of meetings with relevant institutions in order to raise awareness on these issues. 

It was then the turn of Walter Sabatini, who claimed that football belongs to the people and that the clubs are only the instrument through which this is accomplishedi, thus, even he hopes that the structural seficit will be 

corrected to meet the expectations and interests of fans. 

Dottsa. Rosella Sensi, picked up the invitation of Mr. Sabatini to overcome the structural  problem that exists, so that comfortable stadiums to meet fans expectations are created, in order to make them more appreciatied 

even by families. 

Nella Grossi, Presidnet of the A.N.F.I.S.S.C. (the female version of the FISSC)  and coordination delegate of Pescara Calcio, asked for more cooperation by the clubs to be more closer to the fans, especially regards the 

younger generations who are forced to pay salty prices fo buy a ticket to watch a game. Ms. Grossi announced that in the coming year 2012, Pescara will organise an international conference on football problems, where not 

only italian fans will be invited but also foreign clubs and fans. 

Alfredo Parisi, President of the Federsupporters, an institution born in 2010, spoke about the shortcomings in communication about the benefits resulting from the supporter card, basically giving a negtive opinion.  In 

particular, according to Parisi, the card has changed a basic principle in the consumer code, that puts the fan on par of a common consumer.  On this line the concept that is being tried to get across is that one is more a fan 

the more he consumes, and this, according to  Parisi, is not an acceptable condition.  Therefore  the Federsupporters aims to propose a supplementary text to the consumer code in order to distinguish the figure of the fan 

from that  of the common end-user of the product. 

Dott. Giuseppe Munafò (Milan) looks foward to a more increased collaboration between all the parts involved that is : Lega, F.I.G.C., Ministry of Interior, Fans, as they cannot act in a disengaged way from each other, has 

also proposed that a portion of the price of the stadium ticket, are mandatory and  permanently used to improve the deficit state of the facilities and services made available to fans. 

Fausto Sala (Inter) called for a greater unity among the supporters’ organisations, in order to propose constructive ideas to the Observatory of Sporting Events. 
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Antonio Di  Sebastiano, FIGC Secretary clarified that the Ministry of Interior introduced the card in a particular moment 

of emergency, to suppress the numerous incidents of violence around the world of football.  At the same time, clarified 

that it is necessary to broaden the scope of this instrument, facilitating its access to all.  He also spoke about the UEFA 

directive which prescribes the fact that in all clubs, the figure of a delegate representative to manage the relationships 

with the fans is established.  This directive, is already operational for clubs partecipating in UEFA competitions, and it is 

hoped that even those clubs outside the governing body of european football will also echo this directive. 

The works of the assembly were closed around 12:30, with the greeting that Dott. Francesco Lotito wanted to address 

to the victims of floods in Liguria, thanking the fans of both Genoa and Sampdoria for the invaluable help given to the 

affected citizens. 
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“You are an asset to football” 

by Dott. Andrea Abodi  -  President Lega Serie B 

During the periodic activity held by F.I.S.S.C. which was held in Rome, durning 

the second day of the workshop F.I.S.S.C. received the visit of the President of 

the Lega Serie B, Andrea Abodi, who accepted the invitation fo the F.I.S.S.C. 

President, Francesco Lotito. 

President Abodi, in his speech, summed up his thoughts regarding the role of 

fans in the football world.  The major exponent of the Lega Serie B spoke of 

the fans as a heritage and assest of the clubs, distancing himself from the 

concept “Fan-Client” that some club Presidents have often used. 

Also, according to Abodi, its not the fans that should be considered as 

privileged interlocutors of the football organisations, but vice versa, the 

football organisations should be the main interlocutors of the fans. 

The timely and accurate analysis of the President of the Lega of Serie B 

convinced the present delegates so much that F.I.S.S.C. President Francesco 

Lotito, asked D.r Abodi if a meeting can be set up in a short time between the 

Lega Serie B / F.I.S.S.C. Heads and the rappresentatives of the coordination 

centres partaining to clubs of Serie B. 

 F.I.S.S.C. believes that such a meeting will surely be the beginning of a fruitful 

and ongoing collaboration and that will lead to important results in the 

interess of both sides. 
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F.I.S.S.C. and Abodi agree : new stadiums fit for persons... 

Communication Area FISSC  -  Lega Serie B 

Talks were held of new stadiums, stadiums, fit for persons, in this morning meeting 

between the president of the Lega Serie B Andrea Abodi and a rappresentation of FISSC, 

headed by president Francesco Lotito. 

An appointment which, as agreed by both parties, will be renewed every two months and 

thus assume all the chrism “of systematic and not incidental” meetings as held by a satified 

President Lotito.  An appointment, also, that follows a few weeks, that which president 

Abodi had durning the FISSC assembly in Roma. 

During the meeting the president Abodi reiterated his thoughts regarding the central role 

fans have in the football system:  “They are the most valuable asset for the clubs, that as 

such, must be preserved. So the logic of “fan-client” so much dear to some clubs, should 

therefore be refused.  The Lega of Serie B is committed to develop a project in which the 

football fan is respected and welcomed when going to the stadium and also in entertaining  

relationships, which must be of a privileged nature”. 

The president of the Fissc Lotito stressed that “togather with the delegates of Verona and 

Vicenza we have expressed to president Abodi great satisfaction for the frank exchange of 

ideas, retaining it is essential such types of comparisions to help improve the many critical 

aspects that still exists in the football world”. 
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Meeting  -  Youth violence in the stadiums. 
by  Avv. Dionigi Biancardi                         

REPORT BY AVV. DIONIGI BIANCARDI, GUARANTOR MEMBER OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF  FISSC ABOUT THE CONFERENCE HELD IN BOLOGNA ON THE 25/11/11 AT 10:00, ‘SALA BORSA ENZO BIAGI’, ORGANISED BY 

THE OBSERVATORY FOR SAFETY IN SPORTING EVENTS AND HAVING AS A GENERAL THEME  YOUTH VIOLENCE IN STADIUMS 

At 10.10 with the aid of the moderator Mr. Andrea Nobili , began in Bologna at the Sala Borsa – Piazza Nettuno the conference regarding youth violence in stadiums. 

The moderator presented the volumne published by the National Association of Employees of State Police with regard to youth violence in the stadiums as a result of a survey – the presenter said – which was 

carried out in six large and medium-large cities, and on the basis of data collected and processed by Prof.ssa Giannini of the University of Rome. 

Present were all the authorities among whom Mr. Cons. D’Alfonso, Public Prosecutor of the Repubblic, the Prefect  of Bologna, the il Mayor of Bologna, civil and military authorities. 

Also present many young people attending secondary and higher local schools, with the assistance of their teachers.  

After the presentation, a series of interesting  interventions that are here summarised: 

a) Intervention of the Prosecutor of the Republic at the Court of Bologna, Dott. D’Alfonso: 

In particular he highlighted that the title of the conference there are two key words that is “sport” and “legality”, words that are functionally linked between them, because sport requires a form education to 

be practised, education which is also the observance of rules and therefore assumes legalistic attitudes. 

For that which reflects the violence inside and outside the stadiums, has defined the phenomenon as corresponding to an uncivilized attitude, undemocratic, not worthy of a evolved country, wondering how to 

enter the stadium with a serene mind, when previously one has participated in criminal activity, with the destruction of artefacts, personal injury and even more grave episodes which saw the death of Inspector 

Raciti. 

The Prosecutor continued also his intervention of a socio-cultural and criminal character, speaking of the scandal of football betting, stating that the game of football not only suffers illness within, but also by 

external agents, forming part of organised crime gangs, who attempt to alter in any way the results of sports events, with si lent but serious threats, altering the matches and consequently the results, going so 

far as to corrupt even personel, lured by easy money without considering that the recompense, so one can say, of such easy money is prison. 

Its necessary, according to the Prosecutor of the Republic, to be persons full of dignity, able to face the difficulties with heads held high, raise the gaurd against corrupters that at any time, in order to achiev 

easy money, study solutions that take away the true spirit of sport, deprive of dignity the same, hinder the healthy development of youths, entail very heavy criminal consequences. 

b) Intervention of the School Representative Dott. Andrea Sassoli, Physical Education Professor and Coordinator of Sports Activities at the Board of Bologna: 

Prof. Sassoli pointed out that part of the educational background there is also the invitation to the young generation to respect the law, meaning for legality all the set of rules that govern civil life and all its 

manifestations, including even sport events. 
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Prof. Sassoli concluded that educational programmes are being carried out in schools - and with commitment – that are relevant for the formation of youths to be able to comply and respct at all times with 

these rules. 

He mentioned the fact that in Bologna a questionnaire has been distributed to young people so as to know on this point there attitude. 

The questionnaire, has set the difference between insult, violence, beating, all concepts that, duly explained, must encourage young people to collaborate to prevent their reoccurrence. 

c) Intervention of Dott. Massucci, Vice President of the Observatory in Rome: 

Next to deliver his speech in the  conference was the Vice President of the Observatory in Rome Dott. Massucci, well-known person for his activity mainly to stop the violence in stadiums. 

Dott. Massucci stated that if the education of young people is likely to achieve their rapid maturation, conviction and belief in respecting the rules, surely it will go towards a model of an open stadium. 

In this sense Dott. Massucci turned to the young people asking them to find new solutions that can avoid punitive actions from the Observatory and so that all civilised persons can participate in sports either 

actively or passively. 

Recalling the murder of Inspector Raciti, the high number of occassional wounded, Dott. Massucci, with statistics in hand, showed that from that tragedy to date  the abatement  by 70% of episodes of violence 

with less seriuos injuries. 

However an unwanted recompense for this, he reported was the drop in audiences, especially in those stadiums where there have been violent and destructive phenomena, and it is feared that such episodes 

can be repeated. 

Dott. Massucci concluded, firmly stating the following: 

firstly that stadium security is not a police problem but a problem involving everybody, since all civilised persons are invited in all ways and without any hesitation to make sure that no criminal acts of violence 

are done to things and persons; 

all the technological solutions, such as turnstilesi, video surveillance, stewards, safety delegates, have undoubtedly led to a leap in terms of controls, but the fact remains that unfortunately unpleasant episodes 

have occured despite the use of modern and new technologies; 

mostly appreciated was the idea of a stadium without barriers as the stadium of the near future, such as those owned by the clubs of Juventus and Pescara.  A stadium where glass barriers exist, from a material 

standpoint is an invitation to break them down; 

should be take as an example what Borussia Dortmund established regarding its stadium.  In fact the stadium is called “the house of the fans” and from that moment, inculcated in the minds of the fans this 

concept, products which produce smoke and the abandonment of cigarette butts and all sort of waste, ceased; 

as to the supporter card, the same appears, as an instituted and shared fact, in the sense that the card distinguish the loyal fan.  It should be noted – the speaker continued – that UEFA is requiring that alll clubs, 

including all clubs partecipating at all levels to the Italian leagues, the indentification of a contact person within the club, employed by the same, that is the trait-d-union between the club and the fans;  

fnally the speaker hoped that the decay of the stadiums, well known to all, can be solved. 

d) Intervention  of the Prof.ssa Giannini of the  University La Sapienza of Rome: 

Prof.ssa Giannini of the University La Sapienza of Rome, illustrated that investigations were carried out on a sample of two thousand students from all over Italy, from the age of fourteen to twenty-one, 

students from eleven cities, including smaller cities like Mantova. 

Since its all about the game of football, of an ancient sport that has its origins in ancient Greece and extends up to the Medicean Florence, Prof.ssa Giannini stressed the need that in schools and families there is 

a good education in  sport as a fundamental value of a civil society, for the formation of youths, useful for their development. 

As regards to episodes of violence, the common denominators were found following the studies carried out can be summarised as followsi: there are demographic situations, emotional, negative convinction or 
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persuasion, hostile attitudes toward the game of football and more widely towards the opposing fans and the behaviour of the referee which can lead to severe reactions. 

Prof.ssa Giannini continued to outline that scholars, also produced a classification of violence in general which could be as follows: 

1. verbal violence 

2. threatened violence 

3. violence which can be turned into acts of beatings 

Subjected such situations to young people, the males, and especially those who have poor academic performance, declared that they could accept such behavior, while girls have refused in the strongest terms 

the existence of such behaviour. 

All boys and girls however proved likely not to report such acts of violence to the police. 

Consequently, the speaker concluded by refering that: to avoid the development of violence in both inside and outside the stadium, must first ensure that the families impart a particular form of education to 

their children, education that must be continued and refined in the schools, that should start especially young people towards the world of sport and this since from entrance in the primary schools. 

e) Intervention of Dott. Petronzi of the DIGOS of Turin: 

Dott. Petronzi of the DIGOS of Turin, with great calmness and serenity, developed his talk on the management of sports events, especially remembering those which take place in Turin in the new stadium 

owned by Juventus, the first private stadium in Italy, so to say  “with open doors” and “without barriers”. 

He particulary mentioned that fans have been admonished in this respect in the sense that: 

there is the arrest in flagrante delicto ex law n. 401/89 but there is also the deferred arrest, once through television detection systems can locate those responsable for the violence; 

preventive interventions with the fans were carried out with the use of video surveillance, in the sense that video surveillance systems were able to ensure that the police and stewards giving service at the 

stadium have been able to promptly prevent outbreaks of any sort of violence at once; 

the supporter card is a very useful tool, to locate the loyal educated fan, correct and non violent. 

Consequently Dott. Petronzi, in conclusion of his speech, invited the clubs, players, media and the representatives of the fans to play a primarily role in prevention and formality, in order to avoid all the 

problems that have already been reported both inside and outside the stadiums. 

We need to arrive – concluded the orator – of having barriers 1,10 meters high that can be overcome by anyone, make use of the “english” model, with the serious consequences resulting from penalities 

inflicted on those so agitated who manage to exdeed such barriers. 

************************ 

Its 11.13 am when the national coach Sig. Prandelli makes his entry in the hall. 

It is a person, according to my humble opinion, very calm and moderate in his evaluations, intelligent, acute and capable, very well-versed in football issues, not only related to the game technicalities. 

Prandelli, before being badgered with questions, gave a short speech stressing: 

it has to be noted that players, go onto the ground to have fun and so abhor violence; 

in the event that incidents occur durning the match, questi provocano nei calciatori in campo fattori negativi per cui la partita perde di valore e si offuscano le prestazioni; 

Its necessary to insert in the fans, first in the family, then in schools, and on the field the ecucation rules, that the staduim and football are of the fans, as the game of football without the stadium and without 

the fans would loose all its charm and value; 
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is a deleterious performance what often takes place in the stadiums, also as a result of violence of which we became aware and that are committed outside the sports facilities; 

this entails always and in any case lesser serenity in the players and thus the spectacle of football is the first to suffer.  The players experience such adversity and this does not  help to their physical and psychic 

health; 

to be sportsmen, we must practice respect, serenity of judgement and especially education and compliance with the rules that govern civil life; 

football players in any case never appreciate hostile  attitudes from the curves and are the first to oppose such episodes of intolerance and violence which damage the sport image. 

********************** 

The event ended with a particular praise by the headmistress of the Technical Institute of Bologna, who pointed out that the national coach Cesare Prandelli, has showed to all present for this conference, great 

dignity and especially a sense of respect for the rules, fundamental elements for every sporting activity. 

************************** 

I presented myself to Dott. Massucci signaling the presence of FISSC for this conference a gesture much appreciated by Dott. Massucci. 

Mantova, li 03/12/2011 
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Brindisi [Italian pronunciation: Brindizi] is a city of 89.846 inhabitants, in the Apulia region of Italy, the capital of the province, off the coast of the Adriatic Sea. Historically, the city has played an 

important role in commerce and culture, due to its position on the Italian Peninsula and its natural port on the Adriatic Sea. The city is a major port for trade with Greece and the Middle East. Brindisi 

has an active industry in agriculture, chemical and energy production.  

There are several traditions concerning its founders; one of them claims that it was founded by the legendary hero Diomedes. 

Brindisi was an Ancient Greek settlement predating the Roman expansion. The Latin name Brundisium comes from the Greek Brentesion (Βρεντήσιον) meaning "deer's head", which refers to the shape 

of the natural harbor. In 267 BC (245 BC, according to other sources) it was conquered by the Romans.  In the promontory of the Punta lands, which is located in the outer harbor have been identified 

as a Bronze Age village (sixteenth century BC) where a group of huts, protected by an embankment of stones, yielded fragments of Mycenaean pottery. Herodotus spoke of the Mycenaean origin for 

these populations. The necropoli of Tor Pisana (south of the old town of Brindisi) returned Corinthian jars in the first half of the seventh century BC. The Brindisi Messapia certainly entertained strong 

business relationships with the opposite side of the Adriatic and the Greek populations of the Aegean Sea. 

After the Punic Wars it became a major center of Roman naval power and maritime trade.  In the Social War it received Roman citizenship, and was made a free port by Sulla. It suffered, however, from a siege conducted 

by Caesar in 49 BC (Bell. Civ. i.) and was again attacked in 42 and 40 BC. 

The poet Pacuvius was born here about 220 BC, and here the famous poet Virgil died in 19 BC. Under the Romans, Brundisium - a large city in its day with some 100,000 inhabitants - was an active port, 

the chief point of embarkation for Greece and the East, via Dyrrachium or Corcyra. It was connected with Rome by the Via Appia and the Via Traiana. The termination of the Via Appia, at the water's 

edge, was formerly flanked by two fine pillars. 

Only one remains, the second having been misappropriated and removed to the neighbouring town of Lecce. 

Later Brindisi was conquered by Ostrogoths, and reconquered by the Byzantine Empire in the 6th century CE. In 674 it was destroyed by the Lombards led by Romuald I of Benevento, but such a fine 

natural harbor meant that the city was soon rebuilt. In the 9th century, a Saracen settlement existed in the neighborhood of the city, which had been stormed in 836 by pirates. 

In 1070, it was conquered by the Normans and became part of the Principality of Taranto and the Duchy of Apulia, and was the first rule of the Counts of Conversano and then, after the baronial revolt of 1132, city-owned 

by the will of Roger II of Sicily, the city recovered some of the splendor of the past during the period of the Crusades, when it regained the Episcopal See, saw the construction of the new cathedral and a castle with an 

important new arsenal, became a privileged port for the Holy Land. It was in the Cathedral of Brindisi that the wedding of Norman Prince Roger III of Sicily took place, son of King Tancred of Sicily. Emperor Frederick II, the 

heir to the crown of Jerusalem and Isabella of Brienne (9 November 1225) started from the port of Brindisi in 1227 for the Sixth Crusade.  Like other Pugliese ports, Brindisi for a short while was ruled by Venice, but was 

soon reconquered by Spain. 

A plague and an earthquake struck the city, in 1348 and 1456. 

Brindisi fell to Austrian rule in 1707–1734, and afterwards to the Bourbons. Between September 1943 and February 1944 the city functioned as the temporary capital of Italy. 

Brindisi is also noteworthy because it hosted King Victor Emmanuel III, Pietro Badoglio and a part of the Italian armed forces command in September 1943 after the armistice with Italy. 

In the 21st century, Brindisi serves as the home base of the San Marco Regiment, a marine brigade originally known as the La Marina Regiment. It was renamed San Marco after its noted defense of 

Venice at the start of World War I. 

information taken from Wikipidia 
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The name comes through the Latin Brundisium through the Greek Brentesion and Messapi Brention meaning “head of deer”.  The city's name appears, therefore, refer to the shape of the port which recalls the 

shape of the head of the animal. 

The emblem of the city of Brindisi, relates to certain unique characteristics of the ancient city of Brindisi, some of them still visible today. The head of deer derives from the Messapic name of the city Brention, 

name inspired by the shape of the port city, which is reminiscent, of the antlers of a stag that is still clearly visible in satellite photos, which show the two racks, to the east and west, in which the port is divided. 

The emblem also contains the so-called "terminal columns" of the Appian Way. 

Monuments and Places of Interest 
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CASTELLO SVEVO OR  CASTELLO GRANDE  

Built by Emperor Frederick II. It has a trapezoid plan with massive square towers. 

Under the Crown of Aragon, four towers were added to the original 13th century 

structure. After centuries of being abandon, in 1813 Joachim Murat turned it into 

a penitentiary; after 1909 it is used by the Italian Navy. During World War II, it 

was briefly the residence of King Victor Emmanuel III. 

THE DUOMO 

The Duomo (Cathedral), built in Romanesque style in the 11th-12th 

centuries. What is visible today is the 18th century reconstruction, after 

the original was desotryed by an earthquake on February 20, 1743. Parts 

of the original mosaic pavement can be seen in the interior. 

CHURCH OF THE SANTISSMA TRINITÀ 

The Church of the Holy Trinity or  also known as of St. Lucy was built in 

the XII century.  In its interior there are various interesting frescoes 

and a crypt which is worth visiting. 

 

CHURCH OF SAN GIOVANNI SEPOLCRO 

The Tempio di San Giovanni al Sepolcro, is a square brown bulk of Norman 

stone conforming to the circular plan the Templars so loved, probably built 

around the XII century. It too has interesting frescoes and a portal with 

decorations in bas-relief. 

CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA DEL CASALE 

Church of Santa Maria del Casale (late 13th century), in Gothic-Romanesque 

style. The facade has a geometrical pattern of gray and yellow stones, with an 

entrance cusp-covered portico. The interior has early-14th century frescoes 

including, in the counter-façade, a Last Judgement in four sections, by Rinaldo 

da Taranto. They are in late-Byzantine style. 

SEMINARY OF BRINDISI 

The Archbishop Annibale De Leo Library is a prestigious public library housed in the 

Seminary of Brindisi, in Piazza Duomo. Founded in 1798 by archbishop of Brindisi 

Annibale De Leo, with an endowment of about 6,000 volumes, today it has over 

20,000 volumes, 17 incunable, over 200 sixteenth-century manuscripts. These 

include some rare works, and various manuscript collections. 

ROMAN COLUMNS 

Two ancient Roman columns, symbols of Brindisi. They were once thought to be 

mark the ending points of the Appian Way, instead they were used as a port 

reference for the antique mariners. Only one of the two, standing at 18.74 m, is 

now Visible. The other crumbled in 1582, and the ruins was given to Lecce to hold 

the statue of Saint Oronzo (Lecce's patron), because Saint Oronzo was reputed to 

have cured the plague in Brindisi. 

PORTICO OF THE TEMPLARS 

Despite the name, it was in reality the loggia of the bishop's palace. It is now the 

entrance to the Museo Ribezzo. Its a 13the century construction. 
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SOCIETÀ SPORTIVA DILETTANTISTICA CITTÀ DI BRINDISI 

Founded on March 7, 1912 as Brindisi Sport, the team became the strongest of Puglia, becoming regional champions in 1913.   Seven years later, in 1920, obtained membership within the FIGC. 

In the following years the club participated in various lower leagues and in Serie C.  At the end of the 1945-1946 season, placing 5th  in pool E of the Lega Centro-Sud of Serie C, was admitted officially to Serie B. 

Its debut in Serie B in the 1946-1947season, Brindisi, coached by Remo Migliorini, placed 8th in pool C, with 31 points same as Palermo and Taranto.  In the next season, it placed last with only 18 points thus 

leaving the Serie B. 

In the 1971-1972 season, chaired by Franco Fanuzzi [in office since 1966] and under the technical guidance of brasilian coach Luís Vinícius de Menezes [better known as Luis Vinicio], won igroup C of Serie 

C, with a total of 55 points [5 more then second placed Lecce] and so after an absence of twenty-five years, it returned to Serie B. 

The seasons played  in B were all ups and downs, from the surprising seventh place in the 1972-1973 season still under the guidance of Luis Vincio with 41 points won, to the third from last place in the 

next season, under coach Gianni Di Marzio, with 34 points tied up with Perugia, Reggiana and Reggina, but saved thanks to best goal difference.  Still another suffered salvation in the season 1974-1975, 

obtained in the last game of the season, drawing    1-1 away to Arezzo, in a historic trip with more then four thousand supporters following the team  in the Tuscany city.  Ending the season tied up in 12th 

place, with Novara, Spal and Taranto on 35 points only a point ahead from relegation zone.  Relegation which could not be avoided the following season 1975-1976, the sixth and last in the series in Serie B, when the 

biancazzurri ended up the season second from last with just 27 points and so togather with Piacenza and Reggiana returned in Serie C. 

The seasons passed between Serie C1 and Serie C2, sees the biancazzurri play the only city derby among the professional leagues, season 1982-1983 in Serie C2 against the newly promoted Gioventù Brindisi, with a win apiece. 

In the season 1984-1985 returns back to Serie C1 where it remained for five consecutive seasons, until 1990, amlost winning for the third time promotion to Serie B in the season 1988-1989. 

In the summer of 1990, following the failure to enroll to the Serie C2 league due to economic problems, the Brindisi Sport went bankrupt. 

To avert the risk that the city of Brindisi remains without football, a consortium of local businessmen interviened, which in the summer of 1990 founded a new club :  the Brindisi Calcio 1920. 

The new club was registered to play in the Serie D league, where it participated until 1994, year in which, following a further economic collapse, is forced to begin from the Eccellenza league.  Here it remained till 2000, season 

in which it ranked 2nd and won the national playoffs and returned in Serie D. 
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FONTANA TANCREDI 

The Tancredi Fountain was built in 1192 by King Tancredi in occassion of 

the wedding of his son Ruggero with the daughter of the Emperor of 

Costantinopoli.  The fountain was restored, and entirely modified, in 

1549 and  1828. 

FONTANA DE TORRES 

Located in the central Piazza della Vittoria, the fountain was commissioned 

by the city's Governor Pedro Aloysio de Torres who is remembered with an 

inscription on the bowl. Also included are the names of King Filippo III of 

Spain (1578-1621), and Pedro Tellez-Giron y Guzmán, Duque de Osuna (1574-

1624). 

MONUMENT TO THE ITALIAN SAILORS 

The monument is shaped like a rudder that stands 53 meters high on the port of 

Brindisi , the structure is entirely covered with concrete carparo (calcarenitic 

compact stone with a golden color).  It has an underlying crypt -shaped hull and 

on the altar, the statue of the Virgin "Star of the Sea." Sulle pareti sono riportati i 

nomi dei circa 6.000 marinai caduti nella Grande Guerra ei 33.900 marinai caduti 

della seconda guerra mondiale . On the walls are the names of about 6,000 

sailors killed in the Great War and 33,900 sailors who fell in World War II. 

MONUMENT TO THE FALLEN OF WORLD WAR I 

The monument is situated in Piazza Santa Teresa.  Voluto dall'amministrazione 

comunale, fu scelto lo scultore brindisino Edgardo Simone che utilizzò marmo 

bianco di Carrara . Wanted by the municipality, the sculptor was chosen Brindisi 

Edgardo Simone , who used white marble from Carrara.  It was inaugurated on 

22 November of 1931 by King Vittorio Emanuele III and was finally placed 

permanently in the Piazza Santa Teresa in 1940. 

http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bal%2Bmarinaio%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3Dlang_en%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26tbas%3D0%26biw%3D1038%26bih%3D575%26tbs%3Dlr:lang_1en%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.go
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgardo_Simone&usg=ALkJrhhn_2x
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marmo_di_Carrara&usg=ALkJrhhjp
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marmo_di_Carrara&usg=ALkJrhhjp
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgardo_Simone&usg=ALkJrhhn_2x
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marmo_di_Carrara&usg=ALkJrhhjp
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/22_novembre&usg=ALkJrhjMjKpO39
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/1931&usg=ALkJrhhDoMVIPZ_DjdPQx
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmonumento%2Bai%2Bcaduti%2Bbrindisi%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1G1GGLQ_ENMT332%26prmd%3Dimvns&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=it&twu=1&u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vittorio_Emanuele_III&usg=ALkJ
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In the 2001-2002 season in Serie D, despite an uninspiring start, Brindisi, under the techinical guidance of Gigi Boccolini, ended the season in first place, with 64 points won and after so many years of suffering returns to the 

professional football. 

The first season among the professionals in Serie C2, the brindisi team is given as one of the teams best equipped to win promotion in C1, thanks to a competitive squad made up with players of a higher category as Pierluigi 

Orlandini, Giorgio Corona and Mino Francioso, brindisino doc. 

But despite this Brindisi ended the season in second place, behind Foggia and so must play in the playoffs where it is eliminated in the semifinals by Arcireale.  Poor consolation the success in the Coppa Italia of Serie C, where 

in the final Brindisi won both matches against Pro Patria [0-1 at Busto Arsizio, 1-1 at home].  Brindisi, fourth team from Puglia after Foggia, Lecce and Casarano to have won the category trophy and became also the fourth 

team to win also the trophy while partecipating in Serie C2. 

Although it lost promotion to Serie C1 in the following season 2003-2004, Brindisi partecipates as winner of the Coppa Italia of Serie C, to the national tournament where in the second round faced Bologna of Carlo Mazzone, 

and is eliminated despite the unexpected 3-2 victory in the first match at the Fanuzzi, thanks to two goals from the youngster Mino Iunco; the return game at the Dall’Ara stadium ended in a resounding 3-0 win for the 

emiliani. 

As already in the air for some time, due to the mismanagement of funds by the patron Mario Salucci, the club, because of the failure to fulfill the formalities to enrole to the Serie C2 league of the following year, is excluded 

from all federal championships and ceased its activities. 

From the ashes of the former club, on the 21 July 2004, Football Brindisi 1912 is born.  The first shareholders of the new club is formed by a group of ten local businessmen, among which are already the brothers Barretta who 

the following year decided to acquire the 100% of the shares.  The team started the season from the Eccellenza league, taking advantage of the Lodo Petrucci, centres immediately promotion to Serie D thanks to the victory 

in the playoff final against Licata. 

The years spend in Serie D between 2005 and 2008 always ended with the failure to qualify for the playoff, until the season 2008-2009, the team of Brindisi under coach Massimo Silva wins promotion to the Lega Pro Second 

Division [ex C2].   

Back again in Lega Pro Second Division  after five years of absence from professional football, the newly promoted Brindisi ends the season fourth with 57 points, and partecipate to in the playoffs.  Even here history repeats 

itself as Brindisi is eliminated by Cisco Roma thanks to the best placement obtained during the regular season. 

And its the present.  Summer of 2010 is one of the most troubled for football to continue to exist in Brindisi.  Before the end of the season, the brothers Barretta comunicate that at the end of the season they would 

abondon the club’s guidance.  Meantime, there are many clubs of superior categories which are declared bankrupt; whereby, the application for readmission [the closing date for the category is the 23 July] ensures to 

Brindisi to jump in a superior category.  Such a request, however, is not filed by the brothers Barretta; neither exits according to the outgoing presidents, valid and reliable buyers ready to take over the club and apply for 

readmission, between regrets, disappointment and anger of the fans.  

On 13 agust 2010, a group headed by the former general manager of the Potenza Calcio, Vittorio Galigani, takes over the 100% of the shares of the Football Brindisi 1912, becoming the new president.  The same Galigani, on the 

23 january 2011, with a long statement on the club’s official website resigned his post. The club is taken over by Antonio Pupino who becomes the next president, but the club, already submerged in debts, is not able to cope 

with them, even in the slightest degree, and is radiated by the Federation. 

On the 29 July 2011 Football Brindisi 1912 cease to exist and its place is taken by the S.S.D. Città di Brindisi Srl whose president is the ex player Quarta.  On 10 Agust 2011 is admitted to pool H Serie D league.  As coach is called 

Mister Luigi Boccolini, already a player [Serie C and Serie B] of the former Brindisi Sport, besides also coach of the same Brindisi Sport and Brindisi Calcio.  The construction of the new team is entrusted to an old football 

glory of the Bridisi football, Aldo Sensibile, as well as into the role of responsible of the technical area and vice-coach is given to Diego Giannattasio, teamate of the former two, in the Brindisi that played in Serie B. 

THE FANS : 

In the home games, played in the Franco Fanuzzi stadium, the organised biancazzurri fans takes its place in the south curve “ Michele Stasi”, curve entitled to an ultra brindisino who died 

prematurely at an accident at work, at the age of 36.  There are many groups of fans present in the south curve: Gruppo Sant’Elia, Vecchia Guardia, Ultras Brindisi, Gruppo Autonomo e Gioventù 

Biancoazzurra. 

The Brindisi fans is esclusively twinned with the fans  of Foligno, twinning that dates back to 1985 and also has friendships with that of Taranto. 
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Vicenza a city in north-eastern Italy of 115.853 inhabitants, capital of the eponymous province in the Veneto region. 

Vicenza is a thriving and cosmopolitan city, with a rich history and culture, and many museums, art galleries, piazzas, villas, churches and elegant Renaissance palazzi. With the Palladian Villas of the Veneto in the 

surrounding area, and his renowned Teatro Olimpico (Olympic Theatre), the "city of Palladio" has been enlisted as UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1994. 

Vicenza is the third-largest Italian industrial centre as measured by the value of its exports, and is one of the country's wealthiest cities.   Especially due to its textile and steel industries which employ tens of 

thousands and about one fifth of the country's gold and jewelry is made in Vicenza, greatly contributing to the city's economy. 

Vicentia was settled by the Italic Euganei tribe and then by the Paleo-Veneti tribe in the third and second centuries BC. The Romans allied themselves with the Paleo-Veneti in their fight against the Celtic tribes that 

populated north-western Italy. The Roman presence in the area grew exponentially over time and the Paleo-Veneti (whose culture mirrored Etruscan and Greek values more so than Celtic ones) were gradually 

assimilated. In 157 BC, the city was a de facto Roman centre and was given the name of Vicetia or Vincentia, meaning "victorious". 

The population of Vicentia received Roman citizenship in 49 BC. The city had some importance as a way-station on the important road from Mediolanum (Milan) to Aquileia, near Tergeste (Trieste), but it was overshadowed 

by its neighbor Patavium (Padua). Little survives of the Roman city, but three of the bridges across the Bacchiglione and Retrone rivers are of Roman origin, and isolated arches of a Roman aqueduct exist outside the Porta 

Santa Croce. 

During the decline of the Western Roman Empire, Heruls, Vandals, Alaric and his Visigoths, as well as the Huns laid waste to the area, but the city recovered after the Ostrogoth conquest in 489 AD, before passing to 

Byzantine rule soon after. It was also an important Lombard city and then a Frankish centre. Numerous Benedictine monasteries were built in the Vicenza area, beginning in the sixth century. 

In 899, Vicenza was destroyed by Magyar raiders. 

In 1001, Otto III handed over the government of the city to the bishop, and its communal organization had an opportunity to develop, separating soon from the episcopal authority. It took an active part in the League with 

Verona and, most of all, in the Lombard League (1164–1167) against Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa compelling Padua and Treviso to join: its podestà, Ezzelino II il Balbo, was captain of the league. When peace was restored, 

however, the old rivalry with Padua, Bassano, and other cities was renewed, besides which there were the internal factions of the Vivaresi (Ghibellines) and the Maltraversi (Guelphs). 

The tyrannical Ezzelino III from Bassano drove the Guelphs out of Vicenza, and caused his brother, Alberico, to be elected podestà (1230). The independent commune joined the Second Lombard League 

against Emperor Frederick II, and was sacked by that monarch (1237), after which it was annexed to Ezzelino's dominions. On his death the old oligarchic republic political structure was restored - a 

consiglio maggiore ("grand council") of four hundred members and a consiglio minore ("small council") of forty members - and it formed a league with Padua, Treviso and Verona. 

Three years later the Vicentines entrusted the protection of the city to Padua, so as to safeguard republican liberty; but this protectorate (custodia) quickly became dominion, and for that reason Vicenza in 

1311 submitted to the Scaligeri lords of Verona, who fortified it against the Visconti of Milan. 

Vicenza came under rule of Venice in 1404, and its subsequent history is that of Venice. It was besieged by the Emperor Sigismund, and Maximilian I held possession of it in 1509 and 1516. 

Vicenza was a candidate to host the Council of Trent. 

The 16th century was the time of Andrea Palladio, who left many outstanding examples of his art with palaces and villas in the city's territory, which before Palladio's passage, was arguably the most 

downtrodden and esthetically lacking city of the Veneto. 

After 1797, under Napoleonic rule, it was made a duché grand-fief (not a grand duchy, but a hereditary (extinguished in 1896), nominal duchy, a rare honor reserved for French officials) within Bonaparte's 

The city of Vicenza at the 

beginning of thel XVII 
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personal Kingdom of Italy for general Caulaincourt, also imperial Grand-Écuyer. 

After 1814, Vicenza passed to the Austrian Empire. In 1848, however, the populace rose against Austria, more violently then in any other Italian centre apart from Milan and Brescia (the city would receive the highest award 

for military valour for the courage displayed by revolutionaries in this period). As a part of the Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia, it was annexed to Italy after the 3rd war of Italian independence. 

Vicenza's area was a location of major combat in both World War I (on the Asiago plateau) and World War II (a focal centre of the Italian resistance), and it was the most damaged city in Veneto by Allied bombings, including 

many of its monuments; the civil victims were over 2,000. After the end of the latter, what followed was a period of depression following the devasatation caused by two world conflicts. In the 1960s the whole central part of 

Veneto, witnessed a strong economic development caused by the emergence of small and medium family businessess, ranging in a vast array of products (that often emerged illegally) that paved the way for what would be 

known as the "miracolo del Nordest". In the following years, the economic development grew vertiginously. Huge industrial areas sprouted around the city, massive and disorganised urbanisation and employment of foreign 

immigrants increased. 

Vicenza is home to the United States Army post Caserma Ederle (Camp Ederle), also known as the U.S. Army Garrison Vicenza. In 1965, Caserma Ederle became the headquarters for the Southern European Task Force, which 

includes the 173d Airborne Brigade. In January 2006, the European Gendarmerie Force was inaugurated in Vicenza. 

The emblem of the town of Vicenza is made up of a red shield, on which a cross silver or white is superimposed (currently, the cross in the emblem is silver but in the minicipal flag its white).  The shield is 

surmounted by the patrician Venetian crown.  The two gold medals, conferred on the city in 1866 and in 1995, hang to the blue ribbon which ties togather the branches of oak and laurel, placed under the 

shield. 

The city of Vicenza is the only italian town that, in place of its own banner, can bear the National Flag with at the centre, the symbol of the city.  This was adopted at the meeting of the municipal council of  5 

November 1866 to commemorate the battle of the Monte Berico of 1848.  In fact a few weeks before King Vittorio Emanuele II arrived in town to pin a gold medal for bravery to the city banner, gained 

through the battles of 1848. 

The whole city in a patriotic show (recently annexed to the kingdom of Italy) presented with the Tricolor (obviously in the monarchical form, with the Savoy coats of arms in the centre) as its banner.  Initially 

indistinguishable from the national flag, with the advent of the Italian Repubblic in the place of the Savoy coat of arms in the centre, was replaced with the municipal coat of arms.  Vicenza is also the only 

Italian city to hold its flag decorated with the two gold medals for military valor that are pinned to it, the same way as a flag of war.  Today the flag of Vicenza waves in sventola in Piazza dei Signori and in Piazzale della 

Vittoria di Monte Berico. 

From all the monuments and places of interess that Vicenza is endowed with we chose the following : 
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BASILICA PALLADIANA 

Basilica Palladiana, centrally located in Vicenza's Piazza dei 

Signori, of which Palladio himself said that it might stand 

comparison with any similar work of  antiquity. 

TEATRO OLIMPICO 

Teatro Olimpico, designed for the Accademia Olimpica and 

begun to be built in 1580, when Palladio died. The wooden 

scenes are by Vincenzo Scamozzi. 

PALAZZO DEL CAPITANIATO 

Projected in 1565 and built between 1571 and 1572 as residence 

for the representative of the Repubblic of Venezia in the city. 

Today its the home of the Town council. 

PALAZZO VALMARAMA 

Situated in Corso Fagazzaro, the facade of the palace is one of 

the most extraordinary and singular works done by Palladio. 
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PALAZZO  LEONI MONTANARI 

The palace, situated in Santa Croce district , begun to be 

constructed in 1678 and was completed in the first half of the 

seventeenth century.  The palace is of a Baroque-style building. 

PALAZZO BARBARAN DA PORTO 

The palace was designed in 1569 and built between 1570 and 1575 for the Vicentine noble 

Montano Barbarano is the only great city palace that Andrea Palladio succeeded in 

executing in its entirety.  Since 1994 the palace is part of the "City of Vicenza and the 

Palladian Villas of the Veneto" World Heritage Site by UNESCO. In the palace is located the 

Museo Palladio and the Centro Internazionale di Studi di Architettura Andrea Palladio.

(CISA). 

PALAZZO PORTO O PORTO BREGANZE IN PIAZZA CASTELLO 

Palazzo Porto in Piazza Castello, also known as Port Breganze, is a palace 

noble Vicenza , designed in 1571 for about Port Alexander, attributed to 

Andrea Palladio and uncompleted. It is one of two buildings designed by 

Palladio for the family of Porto [the other is Palazzo Porto in Contrà 

Porti] and is inserted in the UNESCO World Heritag Site.  

PALAZZO CHIERICATI 

The palace was commissioned to Palladio by Count Girolamo Chiericati. The 

architect started building the architecture in 1550, some further work was 

completed under the patronage of Chiericati's son and heir Valerio. However, the 

palazzo was not finally completed until about 1680, possibly by Carlo Borella. 

Palladio also designed a country home, the Villa Chiericati, for the family. 

CATHEDRAL OF STA. MARIA ANNUNZIATA 

The Cathedral of Vicenza (church of Santa Maria Annunciata), dating from 

early in the 11th century, and restored in the 13th, 16th, 19th and after the 

ruinous destruction of World War II, possesses numerous pictures and 

sculptures, nearly all of them by Vicentine artists (Cittadello, Celestia, 

Liberi, Ruschi). 

CHURCH OF STA. MARIA NOVA 

The church is a 16th century building and attributed to 1578 designs of Andrea 

Palladio. Nel 1578, the nobleman from Vicenza, Lodovico Trento, funded the 

reconstruction of a church adjacent to the Augustinian convent of Santa Maria 

Nova in Borgo Porta Nuova, in the west of the city. Members of the aristocracy 

often joined this convent. In 1590, the church was completed. 

CHURCH OF STA. MARIA IN FORO KNOWN ALSO AS  DEI SERVI 

Called also "dei Servi" the church is in piazza Biade. The building begun in 

the early 15th century by the catholic Order of the Servi di Maria (Servite 

Order). The church main portal (1531) has beeen executed by the workshop 

where Andrea Palladio worked in at the beginning of his career, and may 

be one of his very early works. 

PIAZZA DEI SIGNORI 

Piazza dei Signori is the square root of the historic center of Vicenza.  Originally 

a Roman forum and place of the market , the plaza has traditionally been the 

crossroads of business and leisure in the city. The square is rectangle and along 

a longer side stands the Palladian Basilica and the tower Bissara , while in the 

stand opposite the Loggia del Capitanio (also by Palladio ) and the Palazzo del 

Monte di Pieta , and there are many paths outlet. 

PIAZZETTA PALADIO 

A small square to the left side of the Basilica and forms part of the city of 

Vicenza squares system, formerly called Piazzetta della Rua [a wooden 

machine hand pulled through the streets of the historical centre with 

which the Vicentini celebrated their various festivities].  Its current name is 

due to the presence of a statue, work of the sculputre Vincenzo Gajassi, 

dedicated  to Andrea Paladio.  

PONTE DELLE BARCHE 

The brigde of boats rises in the central district of the boats, and it is the oldest 

bridge in Vicenza, with three arches supported by pillars of large blocks of 

stone. The property has a lot of low arches, such that very often, in case of 

heavy rains, the Retrone can overcome the arches, the bridge flooding. 
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Vicenza Calcio 

« I never believed that a team of the province could play football as played by Lanerossi Vicenza »  (Gianni Brera) 

The Vicenza football is one of the oldest Italian football because it was founded in 1902 . In particular, the formation of the first board of directors took place on March 9.  The debut of Vicenza in a friendly match 

took place May 18, 1903 in the Provincial Championship for Schools; in that tournament, won by newly formed team, Vicenza faced the Cordellina, Baggio and Schio. For nearly a decade the team, then 

called  Football Association in Vicenza, competed only in minor tournaments, without ever participating in the national championship, distinguishing and prevailing itself over its rivals in various regional leagues.  In 

1909 the club participated in the Italian First Category League , one of two tournaments [the other being the Federal , the only recognized by FIGC at that time] in which italian football leagues were divided at that 

time: admitted directly into the semifinals as the only Venetian team participating, in the two games against the U.S. Milanese succumbed 10 goals against only 1 scored [1-2 to 0-8 in Milan and in Vicenza], demonstrating that 

the time was not yet ripe for national football. 

The official debut dates back to the 1910/1911 season: the Acivi [as Vicenza was called in their first fifty years, from the acronym of the official name] was inaugurated on 12 February 1911 the new ground of Borgo Casale with a 

large victory over Bologna and at the end of March, ended the round with full points in the Veneto-Emiliano pool, qualifying for the final.  However it had to succumb in both matches to Pro Vercelli which was going through its 

golden years. 

In the years preceding the First World War in several occasions took part in the national finals for 'Northern Italy’, which were held in a round robin among the winners of the regional groups.  Vicenza thus met so many times 

Bologna , Juventus , Milan, Inter, establishing itself among the best Italian teams.  However, in those years it faced a negative record still unbeaten: on 10 January 1915 , in Milan, the biancorossi lost heavily by 16 goals against 

Inter.  Concerning that result some imply that the players the night before the match had a big party and presented themselves on the pitch still "stunned". 

To end the Golden Age of Vicenza was the first World War, which forced the club to cease activity and many players to leave for the front.  Until today, a plaque inside the stadium Romeo Menti, still remembers the fallen of 

both world wars. 

The resumption of the league, in 1919-20, Vicenza competed in the First Category League which was divided into several regional groups.  In 1921/1922 it joined the schism of the great teams, thus participating in the newly 

formed C.C.I. championship: finishing last in Group A and was relegated to the Second Division.  With the implementation of the Colombo Compromise,  Vicenza took part in the playoff qualifier and lost to Derthona leaving 

the top national division.  A year later the team was demoted again to the Third Division Veneta , but soon got promoted back to the Second Division. 

In the 1924/1925 season Vicenza won the preliminary round of the Second Division after play-off with Udinese and Olympia River but was then disqualified and demoted to last place for the irregular positions of Hungarian 

players Holwart and Molnar, however it avoided demotion as the Federation readmitted it back.  Unprepared for the changes that made their way towards professionalism in Italian football, soon the club found itself 

overwhelmed by the restructuring of various tournaments, until in 1929 it found itself to have precipitated at the fourth level of the national football pyramid. 

The thirties were years that saw the comeback of the biancorossi, after a decade to forget.  In 1932/1933 the team was promoted to Serie B , where it stayed for two seasons [being readmitted in its first one], then trying again 

and again to be promoted among the cadets.  

From 1935/1936 to 1939/1940 the team participated in Series C .  At that time the biancorossi churned out talents of the likes of the brothers Umberto and especially Romeo Menti, capitan "Neno" Rossi, Bruno Camolese, Luigi 

Chiodi, Giovanni Costa, while on its way to the end of his carrier the team star Piero Spinato, still the player who has scored more goals with the shirt of Vicenza.  

In 1939/1940 finally Vicenza got promoted to Serie B with a big advantage the second placed team.  For the promotion finals, Vicenza lost the service of its  two first-team goalkeepers, called under arms and launched in the 
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PONTE SAN MICHELE 

Romance bridge built in the seventeenth century on the model of the Venetian bridges. 

The name comes from the monastery and the Romanesque-Gothic church of San 

Michele, the first is rich in art and erected in the thirteenth century by the Augustinian 

friars,unfortunately demolished in the last century to provide new spaces to the city, 

but the second destroyed in the Napoleonic era. It is passable only by pedestrians. 

PARCO QUERINI 

Another great green lung of the capital (120,000 m²), located between 

the center and ' San Bortolo Hospital , is characterized by vast 

meadows, extended by a grove and a beautiful tree-lined street 

(flanked by statues of classical style), which leads to monoptero a 

temple perched on a 'small island in the middle of a pond.  
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team the sixteen year old Antonio Bisson: but even this drawback did not compromise the positive outcome.  In the meantime on 8 September 1935, the new stadium along the river Bacchiglione was inaugurated, 

definitely abandoning the pitch of Borgo Casale.  In the opening match against the Hungarian team of Saroksar of the sixteen year old Romeo Menti made his first appereance, the player for whom, by a curious 

twist of fate, the same stadium was named n 1949 after the disappearance in the Superga tragedy .  

In the early forties Vicenza won promotion to Serie A, thanks to a median line still considered one of the best in those years and which consisted of Osvaldo Fattori [later transferred to Inter Milan], Alfonso 

Santagiuliana [who also played in the Grande Torino] and the unfortunateLouis Abeni , whose career was cut short by illness. 

The first Serie A season ended with a historic salvation, won on the final day by defeating 6-2 Juventus in Turin on Easter day of 1943 .  After 8 September, the club participated in the championship round of the Veneto War  

league of 1944 , giving up to play in the national finals. 

After the Second World War , Vicenza returned to play in Serie A, after the mixed championship of 1946 .  In 1947, with the return of the Serie A, Vicenza finished a surprising fifth place, but the following year the club faced 

relegation placing last [which remains the only time in history that Vicenza ended a season in last place]. 

In 1949 the Vicenza almost got promoted back to A, missing it by a single point, followed by various seasons in Serie B concluded in mid-table, characterized however by growing economic problems. 

In the summer of 1953 an event occurred that would change the history of the Vicenza club for many decades: the old Acivi was taken over by textile giant company of Schio, Lanerossi, founded in 

the nineteenth century by Alessandro Rossi . This was not the first case of sponsorship in Italy (although we are very close to that), but a real acquisition, for which the football club became a branch of the 

textile company, bringing its name and the symbol [the legendary R] on the jersey [the name of companies will only be permitted in the eighties ]. 

The injection of confidence and especially of cash liquidity allowed the set up of a team that soon, after a season of adjustment, returned back in Serie A.  To the glories of the first team, younger players were included from 

the youth team that in 1954/1955 had just won the prestigious Viareggio tournament repeating the same triumph a year later, when the first team won a surprising salvation with a ninth place.  From that youth team players of 

the likes of Azeglio Vicini , Sergio Campana, Renzo Cappellaro , Mario David, Mirko Pavinato, Luigi Menti and many others who later played for the club in Serie A. 

At the turn of two decades Vicenza won more or less quiet salvations and good placements, like two consecutive, and in the 1960-61 season the coach Roberto Lerici [a former player of Vicenza in the fifties], won 

the Seminatore d’Ora an award given to the best coach of the season.  The Lanerossi maintained its characteristics of provincial team, giving an eye to its budgets, giving attention to its nusery or young players 

coming from other teams, while maintaining a strong core of players long serving the club, getting the service  from time to time of great players near retirement but still capable to offer their service to the team. 

In 1962, the club obtained the services of the  thirty year old Brazilian striker Luis Vinicio , former of Napoli and Bologna , which gave additional luster to the team, finishing sixth place in 1963/1964. In his year of 

grace, 1965/1966, in which he ranking scorer with 25 goals [the record resisted for 26 years for a player in Serie A to score such an amount: and it was Marco van Basten in 1991/1992], with  Lanerossi finishing fifth 

that year. 

Great results where soon followed by years, however, in which relegation was narrowly escaped, often on the final day.  Yet with the biancorossi played players like Giuseppe Damiani, Sergio Gori, Sidney Cunha 

Cinesinho, Giorgio Biasiolo, Mario Maraschi, Paride Tumburus, Angelo Benedicto Sormani while Giulio Savoini hung up his boots while playing with the club with a record appearance in the league of all time for the 

biancoross.  Among the narrow relegation escapes remains legendary that of 1972/1973, when Lanerossi seemed doomed, but with 3 wins in the last three days they managed to climb back up the table to obtain a playoff with 

Atalanta , which was beaten with a solitary own goal.  But fortune turned a blind eye and Lanerossi in 1975, after twenty consecutive leagues in Serie A, were relegated to Serie B. 

After a dull 1975/1976 in which the team risked to be relegated down to Serie C, Lanerossi showed little hope of success in the following season 1976/1977.  However, the new coach, Giovan Battista Fabbri 

had a great intuition: trasforming a young Paolo Rossi from a scarse right winger to an excellent central-attacker.  After winning the second division league with the young pratese finishing top scorer, 

Lanerossi returned to the top division. After a hesitant start, the biancorossa team proved to be overwhelming, thanks to the goals from Rossi, the security in the defence of Giorgio Carrera, the genious play 

of Franco Cerilli and Giancarlo Salvi,  the great work of Mario Guidetti in midfield and the ever going Roberto Filippi. 

Only Juventus did better that season: however excluding the first 5 games, the biancorossi won more points then all the other teams, and the sympathy of the whole of Italy. Under the blows of the 

Lanarossi deadly attack the best of the season with 50 goals, fell teams much more quoted like Napoli [4 - 1 at the S. Paolo], Lazio, Fiorentina, Roma, Bologna and others. 

The team finished the championship in 2nd place, preceded only by Juventus and obtaining thus a place in the UEFA Cup of the following season. 

Paolo Rossi became the new phenomenon of Italian football, in December 1977 he was selected to play for the national team. At the end of the season, he won the title of top scorer outclassing all the other italian attackers 
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with his 24 goals, a considerable amount for a league with 16 teams. At the end of the season he was called up to play the Argentine World Cup Finals, where he became Pablito scoring 3 goals and gaining further 

acclamation. 

The summer of 1978 will be remembered for the famous envelopes affair, by which the Lanerossi President Giussy Farina attempted to snatch the co-ownership of the player from Juventus. The figures put at stake were the 

largest for the time: the vicentino president offered the sum of 2 .6 billion italian lire against the  875 million of the bianconeri. 

The Rossi operation resulted in a noticeable financial effort for the biancorossi, and the big projects of President Farina ended in a big failure.  The Lanerossi had a very bad season, what seemed to be a tranquil season soon 

got compromised in an incredibile way and the team found itself relegated nobody would have predicted.  Rossi’s 15 goals proved useless, and at the end of the season he left the club to go and play for Perugia on loan. 

Bitter was also the debut in the UEFA Cup against Dukla Praga.  Deafeted in the first leg in Czechoslovakia, Lanerossi found itself without the injured Rossi for the return match. The match finishe 1-1 with Callioni missing a 

potenially decisive penalty.  Vicenza were already eliminated in the first round.  So Lanerossi found itself in Serie B  and two years, downright in C1. 

Those were the worst years in the club’s history, however always followed by a considerable number of fans.  Of no consolation was the conquest of the Coppa Italia for Serie C for the season 1981-82, obtained after a long 

tournament and the dual challenge with Campobasso, that ended after extra time. 

At that time Farina left the club to Dario Maraschin, who gave the start for a new revival thanks to the work of Bruno Giorgi and the goals of the maladense Toto Rondon and the young starlet Roberto 

Baggio.  In 1984-85, Vicenza returned to Serie B winning a decisive decider with Piacenza and the following year the club placed third in Serie B.  The festivities for the biancorossi lasted the time for the C.A.F. 

to annul the promotion to the top flight following a new betting scandal. 

The blow was devastating, so much so that the team soon returned to Serie C1.  The Lanerossi club risked even relegation in Serie C2, but twice managed to avoid relegation in a very fortunate way, the first 

thanks to a dubious penalty in the last minute of the last game of the season and the second time in a playoff win against Prato.  

In the summer of 1990 the club was renamed and gave a farewell to the name of Lanerossi and to its symbol the big R: the club acquired a year before by Pieraldo Dalle Carbonare, became Vicenza Calcio. The beginning was 

not inspiring, but soon Renzo Ulivieri, after a further season of assesment, led Vicenza in Serie B.  In 1993/1994 tuscan coach, without great strikers, was able to save Vicenza with a choral playing style which would be a 

charateristic of that period.  Even his successor, Francesco Guidolin, adopted a strategy to highlight more the skills as a team rather then that of a single player. 

With the strong nucleus of the team which came from Serie C, that is the goalkeeper Sterchele, capitan Lopez, the fullback D'Ignazio, the midfielders Domenico Di Carlo and Viviani and the small but fast Gasparini, in 

1994/1995 the team of Mister Guidolin surprised everyone with the promotion in Serie A thanks to the decisive goals in the second round of Roberto Murgita.  The genoese striker literally exploded with the with the coming 

of the new year scoring  17 goals in 19 matches, making Vicenza’s march towards top flight unstoppable. 

Strengthened by the arrival of several young promising players and three foreigners as Joachim Björklund and the uruguayans Marcelo Otero and Gustavo Mendez, the newly promoted 

Vicenza surprised everyone for its  way of play, able to put in crisis even the big teams.  Salvation was easily gained with a final ninth place. 

Even better the following year, that of the consecration: after taking first place for a few days in novembre 1996, Vicenza overcame one after another its opponents in Coppa Italia. In the 

quarter-finals, the Milan of Baggio to get beaten by Lopez and company, in semifinal Bologna and finally it reached the final against Naples.  In the first leg in the San Paolo stadium, the 

biancorossi lost 1-0, but in the return match, on 29 may 1997, Maini drew immediately the goal conceded in Naples. In extra time it was Maurizio Rossi to enter Vicenza’s history scoring a goal, 

two minutes from the end, followed two minutes later with a goal from Iannuzzi for the 3-0, and so winning the most important trophy in its history. 

In 1997 the british company ENIC [a financial company in the oil field] took over most of the club’s and the Vicenza Calcio became the first Italian club to have a foreign ownership. 

In 1997/1998, after the 8th place of the previous season, the Vicenza squad  had an easy salvation, even if the performances in the league left much to be desired, while in the Cup Winners’ Cup it reached the semifinal with 

Chelsea after numerous successes thanks to goals from its bomber Pasquale Luiso, at the end top scorer of the tournament.  After winning the first leg against the blues, [1-0 goal from Lamberto Zauli] in the second leg in 

Londra the biancorossi went ahead with a goal from Pasquale Luiso, then 0-2 again Luiso, goal disallowed for an inexistent offside, then had to suffer the return of Chelsea that, thanks to the change of position of Gianluca 

Vialli on the right wing, first Chelsea managed to get into the lead 2-1 with goals from Poyet and Zola and then to get the qualifying goal at the end of the 90 minutes [3-1] with a diagonal winner from subsititute Mark Hughes 

which went to deprive Vicenza from a place in the final when qualification seemed almost a fact. 

The following year corresponds to a relegation followed by an immediate promotion and a victory of the Serie B league, with coach Edoardo Reja on the bench and thanks to an excellent attack  in which Gianni Comandini, 

later transferred to Milan, the usual Pasquale Luiso and the youngster Christian Bucchi, distinguished themselves. 
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Their stay in top flight only lasted a year when they returned back to play anonymous Serie B leagues, arriving to loose a relegation decider with Triestina season 2004/2005 [0-2 e 0-2].  However, the team remained in Serie B, 

since Genoa was downgraded to last place in the table due to a sport illicit. 

ln Dicember 2004 an important breakthrough took place with the return of the club in the hands of local entrepreneurs and the appointment of Sergio Cassingena, following the acquisition of the club from the british 

company ENIC, never particulary beloved by the fans.  In Settembre 2009 the british got out completely from the club, event greeted with enthusiasm from the fans. 

Also during the Christmas break of 2005, a tragedy shakes the club.  A traffic accident involving the attacker Julio Valentín González, who suffered the amputation of an arm and had to abandon his football career. 

Season 2006/2007 brought as a first novelty the return to the past: on the jersey returned the symbol of Lanerossi the famous "R".  On the fifth day of the league coach Giancarlo  Camolese is sacked, for having just drawn one 

game and lost four, and in his place was named an emerging coach Angelo Gregucci: after an uphill start, the team found its first victory and success after another, manages half way through the league to avoid the spectre of 

relegation.  A bad run near the end of the league however, left the team struggling to avoid the relegation play out,  managing to avoid relegation in the last day, obtained thanks to a victory over Crotone with a  goal from 

Gabriele Paonessa a few minutes from the end. 

The 2008/2009 season opens with a hesitant Vicenza, succeeded in collecting just one point from the first three games.  However following a streak of nine consecutive useful results, leads the team to the limit of the playoff 

zone.  Thanks to the fundamental contribution in terms of goals by Sgrigna and Bjelanović, a defense that for many months remained the lest perforated of the tournament and to a quality midfield, Vicenza could dream till 

spring, when it entered in a period of poor results and stabilizes till the end of the league in middle table, penalized from the serious injury of central defender Di Cesare and capitan Bernardini.  The mathematical salvation 

arrived three games from the end, during the derby of the veneto against Treviso, won by the biancorossi 1 - 0. 

The penultimate game of the season is maeked by the death of a young fan Eugenio Bortolon of only 19 years.  The fan [on his second away trip] had followed the biancorossi to the Stadio Tardini in Parma when, at the minute 

49O, fell from the stands reserved for the visiting fans.  Trasported immediately to the Parma hospital in serious condition, died that same evening due to a cardiac arrest.  Controversy arose due to the fact that, althought both 

set of players of Vicenza and Parma had asked to stop the match, after a suspension of 20 minutes it was decided to resume play.  The next day in all the stadiums a minute’s silence was observed. 

 The 2009/2010 season with the objective of bringing the team to compete for a place in the playoffs for promotion in serie A.  The club at once finds itself in a situation of having to choose a new coach, having lost Angelo 

Gregucci who left to guide Atalanta.  Initially Vicenza seemed to start on the right foot, collecting several draws. The team, however, often fails to grab victory, especially at home where the results were very poor.  Arriving up 

to  mid-March when Vicenza collects three consecutive defeats in the tour de force of 3 matches in eight days.  The club sacked coach Rolando Maran and called Nedo Sonetti to take over the team.  The longtime tuscany 

coach fails however to win over the dressing room and after just three games [two home draws and an away defeat for 4 - 0] and even Sonetti got sacked, with Maran being surprisingly recalled to take charge of the until the 

end of the season, reaching salvation on the last day with a 1 - 0 against Salernitana already mathematically relegated.  Ironic the banner hung up by the fans in this last game which said: "Play-off!? Thanks Mr. President". 

The goal for the 2010/2011 season was to achieve an early salvation in respect to those obtained in the last seasons.  After a series of mediocre results, Vicenza, in the second round begun to put togather a series of victories, 

which led the team up to fifth place in the table.  Everyone thought that this was the year for the return to top flight football [even if the club, maybe for good luck continues to speak only about of remaining in Serie B].  But 

as asual, as a film already seen, Vicenza entred in a period of crisis and does not win any more games.  The lowest moment for Vicenza is the 4 - 0 away defeat at the hands of Frosinone, last in the table; harsh and hard is the 

fans protests, the president of the Coordination Centre Club Biancorossi Luigi Arena who feels "Betrayed and taken for a ride".  The team is sent for a retreat: down to the middle of the table without having nothing else to ask 

from the remaining games, reaches salvation quota on the penultimate day beating 1 - 0 and comdemning mathematically to relegation Triestina.  At the end of the season the contract with coach Rolando Maran is 

terminated.  On 13 June 2011, Silvio Baldini, ex of Empoli, is nominated as new coach for a contract of one year.  

The following is the present.  

THE STADIUM: 

The team plays its home games at the Stadio Romeo Menti, which has always been the property of the municipal of Vicenza.  The training however takes place at the Technical Centre of Isola 

Vicentina. 

The stadium was built in 1935 and named Campo Sportivo del Littorio, in line with the Fascist influence at the time.  Inaugurated on the occasion of the patronal feast of 8 September with the 

match between Vicenza and the Hungarian team Saroksar [a team from Budapest], was damanged by various bombardaments during World War II, reconstructed in a few months [with the 

elimination of the athletics track] and renamed in 1946 in Comunale. 
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After the Superga tragedy in which the ex Vicenza player Romeo Menti lost his life, the City Council decided in 1949, to rename the stadium in his name.  The stadium has undergone various renovations and restructuring over 

the years. 

THE MASCOT: 

The Vicenza Calcio has its own official mascot: Gatton Gattoni.  Its story begun during the 1994-1995 season in Serie B when an advertising agency in Vicenza decided to create an image to associate with the 

football team: it was decicided to choose a cartoon character which could be a good representative image for the vicentini and could install both confidence and support for the biancorossi colours. 

The figure of a cat was chosen to personify a player dressed in the club colours.  At the end of the season Vicenza was promoted to Serie A and thus Gatton Gattoni soon became both the team and the fans 

lucky charm. 

If initially the agency chose to give the mascot an esclusive paper dress [appearing only on the team’s newspaper and on the fans’ flyers], finally arrived at the realization of a macot two and a half meters 

high that at every home game appeared on the pitch to give its support to the team; shortly after in every initiative of the Vicenza Calcio, this official mascot begun to be present.  The presence of the 

mascot at every home game at the "Menti" continues up to this day.  

Gatton Gattoni today forms part of the line of merchandising of the Vicenza Calcio.  It has gained national popularity besides being the first example of a club’s official mascotale for a Serie A club. 

From the 1935/1936 season the Vicenza players were nicknamed "Torelli" maybe due to the 82 goals scored durning that season and often in posters, in cards etc. Vicenza for many years to follow was symbolized by a bull.  

Durning the Lanerossi period [1953 to 1990) often the symbol of a sheep was used, even if not as an official mascot in homage to the historical wool sponsor. 

 

Coordination Centre Clubs Biancorossi Vicenza 

Remember that year of grace 1966.  Of Grace?  Well, so to speak.  That  4 November the Bacchiglione river flooded a good part of the city of Vicenza.   

In the spring of 1966 the Provisional Committe called the general assembly to elect the representatives in the first council of Biancorossi clubs, with the immediate assignment of the positions: 

Zambotto Cav. Giovanni elected President unanimously. 

In the office of Presidente succeed : 

 

   from 1966 to 1975     Zambotto Cav. Giovanni 

   from 1975 to 1980    Centofante Cav. Dino 

   from 1980 to 1990    Zambotto Cav. Giovanni 

   from 1990 to 1996    Cremona Vittorio 

   from 1996 to 1998    Zambotto Cav. Giovanni 

   from 1998 to 22/11/2011    Arena Avv. Luigi 

   from 22/11/2011 Pro tempore   Terzo Marisa 

During the period of the club in Serie A the Coordination Centre reached the number of 120 clubs with over  12.000 thousand members, currently there are 71 clubs with over 3.500 members. 
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Activities organised by the Coordination Centre : 

 sale of match tickets;     

 organised coaches for away matches; 

 the Befana Biancorossa : with gifts of food or clothes to various institutes and a show at the Teatro Astra with the partecipation of the Vicenza team; 

 football tournaments between the various supporter clubs; 

 contributions to the ’Associazione Cento Villaggi’ in Ukraine 

 a pubblication to commemorate the 20O, 25O and 40O anniversary of the Coordination Centre foundation; 

 a commemorative 35O anniversary banner followed by a celebrative feast at the Palasport of Vicenza; 

 a celebrative feast in piazza dei Signori in Vicenza to commemorate the 100 years of the club; 

 presentation of the team to the fans during a gala dinner with the partecipation of all the directors of the club.  
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Brindisi remembers Sic... 

by Rino Lecci   -  C.C. Pro Brindisi 
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Initiative in favour of the flooded population... 

by Roby Checchia  - Coordination Clubs Cesena  

The Coordinating Clubs Cesena, in the persons of the President and all the counselors, wishes to thank those who in a very generous 
way, acceded in the collecting of funds for the flooded population of Genoa. Its a must that we thank also those who with their help 
has made possible the collection, in particular, the guys of the club “TORCIDA BIANCONERA” of San Cristoforo who organized a 
lottery.  It’s nice to see that even in times of global economic crisis there are still many persons ready to show their solidarity towards 
those who are suffering.  It’s a positive message that must not be taken for granted. 

THE TOTAL AMOUNT COLLECTED FROM THE VARIOUS INITIATIVES AMOUNTED TO EURO 5068,90.  

THIS AMOUNT WAS FOWARDED VIA BANK TRANSFER TO THE ASSOCIATION CLUB GENOA . 
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Aiuto alle popolazioni alluvionate 

by the Organised Supporters of Genoa 

The Organised Supporters of Genoa announced that the current bank account opened last week 

in supp0rt of the ’Cinque Terre’ affected by flooding will also be used in favour of our city which 

was also badly affected and brought on its kness by this natural disaster.  It will be our prime 

objective to send the funds raised both to the ’Cinque Terre’ as well as to our fellow citizens.  

With this present occasion the Organised Supporters communicate  that they have not 

delegated others to raise funds on their behalf and that, anyone wishing to make his 

contribution must do so through the current bank account opened for this reason or participate 

in the collection that will be organised at the stadium during the first home game of Genoa.  

Below are the details for those who wish to use the Bank Current Account:  

 

Banca Popolare di Lodi, agency n.2467 Genoa 18 via Della Libertà 36 R: 

Payable to: Alluvione Liguria 

IBAN CODE  -   IT 97A 05164 01418 000000000433 
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 Twinning Malta  -  Sicily 
by del Coordination Centre Inter Clubs 

MALTA – the coordinator of the Inter Club of Sicily, Mario Chillura, as early announced, made contact with 

l’IC Malta “Nerazzurri si nasce” to make a twinning between the Sicilian regional coordination and the 

maltese club and   take advantage for a stay and visit the homeland of various Europeen cultures, the 

baroque capital city of the island, Valletta, and many other places of interest of the beautiful and 

distinctive mediterranean island.  

A delegation of 37 sicilian members representing 8 Inter Clubs [Agrigento, Caltanissetta, Catania Centro 

Storico, Enna, Ravanusa, Sciacca Terme, Serradifalco, Siracusa] spent 3 days in Malta, splendidly hosted 

by the local club, to strengthen a ‘nerazzurro’ twinning between the two islands. 

Between excursions among the most characteristic places, convivial and official meetings, important 

brotherhood and friendship ties were established between the two mediterranean islands.  

The committee fo the maltese club, represented by President John Zammit, did the honours of the house, 

making unforgettable the days spent togather.  At the large and welcoming club premises the twinning 

was officially formalised  and gifts for the occassion were exchanged in the presence of the maltese 

committee and the Honorary President of the club Tony De Bono, ambassador of Malta in Jordan.  

The next day the Sicilian delegation also met the maltese Prime Minster, Lawrence Gonzi, a great Inter 

fan, who was presented with a ceramic plate bearing the logo of the sicilian coordination presented by 

Mario Chillura.  

The hosted group at the moment of parting, gave their maltese friends an appointment in Sicily to 

continue in consolidating this newly established friendship and to reciprocate the courtesies received. 
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Chievo, Inter and FISSC 

by Fausto Sala  -  Director CCIC 

MILAN - Make families and in general all those people who live the game of football as an 

occassion and moment of celebration and aggregation to return to the stadium stands is the goal 

of FISSC and its members.  

Fausto Sala, director responsible of the CCIC and vice-president of FISSC, had written: “Football 

should always be a celebration” and celebration was even today at the Meazza.  

Its an established practice that those responsible of the various coordination centres whose team 

plays to Inter pay a visit to the Coordination Centre Inter Club with the ceremonial exchange of 

banners, but what takes place with the “Amici del Chievo Verona” in Milano or in Verona is 

something special.  It is normal that friendship reigns between those responsible of the two 

Coordination Centres, it is normal that there is mutual respect, warm and colourful between the 

two sets of fans, however one must say that with Chieva there is a particular feeling mostly for the 

concept of the nerazzurri mostly for the clivensi sympathic motto: “magno, beo e tifo ceo [eat, 

drink and support chievo]”.  

In fact in Verona it has become a must a lunch at the Bentegodi, in Milan at the Trenno and then 

sweets, drinks, sparkling wine and pandoro in the space in front the CCIC offices at the G. Meazza 

Stadium. As we said, even today, under the direction of Giorgino Garavaso and his collaborators: 

Vincenzo Panepinto, Carlo Flora, Giovanni Chieppe who were appointed by Chievo to hold friendly 

encounters with the fans, organise feasts e food stalls at home and even for away trips for their 

members, a meeting was organised in the offices of the CCIC between Fausto Sala, Sergio Spairani, 

Nicola Ranieri and Valerio Bressani with the above mentioned persons, while in the hall the “Amici 

del Chievo” offered all kind of food and drinks to both Inter and Chievo fans united under the FISSC 

slogan - ‘Football should unite not divide’.  The Coordination of the Venetian Inter Clubs 

coordinated by Andrea Rizzi, to whom goes a big thanks and another big mention for the IC Villa 

del Conte, always at the forefront when it comes to prepare enogastronomicl for its travelling 

members at the ‘Meazza’, also contributed for the success of this initiative. 
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It needs courage... 

by Moreno Castellani 

PERUGIA  -  The Renato Curi [already Pian di Massiano] is a stadium which suddenly blossomed like the flowers in 

the desert.  But the difference with these is that after 37 years is still there, virtually identical or almost to itself.  

Its a practical stadium, essential, innovative in many ways and especially is a stadium for football, where even 

from the most cramped sector one can see the game better than in many of our so called “shrines”.  But it has 

aged, and was designed and built at a time when many of today’s requirements were not important.  Here, 

therefore, newsrooom and changing rooms far away from the grandstand, a tunnel insuffiently protected and 

especially many too many troppe architectural barriers. With the space reserved for persons with special needs 

situated in an easily accessible place but low and decentralized.  Where the presence of non-transparent panels, 

prevents the vision to those who should be privileged in this.  Change location to the area reserved to persons 

with special needs, is practically impossible,  for a whole series of legistative and bureaucratic constraints. 

Useless now explain the how and the why.  Change the panels would resolve the problem only for a few years 

and would cost 120,000 euro. Difficult in these times. The Renato Curi Stadium is wherePerugia plays, a club and 

a team of miracles in the not so distant past, talents forged in the times of President Gaucci.  Even does years are 

bygones.  More recent are the two bankruptcy the club faced. And in the memory remain even two or three 

stories of football betting scandals.  The new club today, is facing two priorities, in addition of winning the 

league in which the team is presently participating.  Bring back the name of Perugia in the limelight once again 

for excellent mediatic operations, and settle once and for all the age-old problem of the disabled sector.  And 

since we are Italians, full of inventiveness and also innovative boldness when there is the need, here is the ACT 

OF COURAGE needed to be done by the club of the NEW Perugia.  Tear down the fences and the panels that 

divide the stands from the pitch. Replacing them with a balustrade of around one metre and twenty 

centimeters.  Immediately the West stand, [the sector dedicated to person with special needs] then gradually 

but completely, throughout the rest of the stadium.  With two instant results.  Allow everyone to see the 

matches, and return on the covers of national newscasts for something that is, like in the past, innovative and 

avanguard but extremely positive. Certo, IT NEEDS COURAGE, but this city and this club, courage does not seem 

to be missing. 
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1O Memorial “Sante Puteo” 

from Monopoli 

Great success for the first Memorial Sante Puteo 

Great day of sport that staged yesterday at Vito Simon Venetians Monopoli. The Coordination Centre 

Biancoverde Monopoli and the fan clubs of Juventus, Inter and Milan came togather to recall the figure of Sante 

Puteo on the occasion of the day dedicated to All Saints.  To win was the commemoration by which everyone 

remembered Sante, great sports enthusiast and a fan of Inter and Monopoli.  Before the first match begun a 

bouquet of flowers were laid in the place where Sante usually occupied to follow the fortunes of biancoverde 

team.  Even the Monopoli Ultras proposed a commemorative banner in the North Stand. 

This praiseable initiative denominated "WE HAVE THE HEARTS...OF ONLY ONE COLOUR" had another purpose, 

charity: the proceeds of the event will be donated to purchase medical equipment for the pediatric ward and 

emergency ward of the Monopoli hospital. 

For the record the participating teams, all rigorously composed of sympathizers and members to the clubs, 

competed in matches which begun from 17.00 with 4 periods of 40 minutes each.  The first match saw the Club 

Juventus beat the Coordination Centre on penalties after the regular time concluded on 2-2.  The other match, 

between Milan Club and Inter Club, saw the rossoneri win 2 - 1.  In the final to win on penalties were the Milan 

Club, after that during all the match they dominated Club Juventus [2-2].  Worth mentioning the presence on 

the pitch of Giovanni Copertino [among the ranks of the Inter Club] and the mayor of Monopoli Emilio Romani 

[Centro Coordinamento Biancoverde Monopoli] who even scored a goal. 
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Farewell to the biancorosso Lawyer 

from Il Giornale Di Vicenza 

Vicenza. Triple whistle.  Luigi Arena is dead.  The "capo" of the Vicenza fans is no more. 

Gone an appreciated lawyer. Gone a man with many passions, including that for politics [that led 

him to be mayor of Nanto for 25 anni, from 1967 to 1992]. 

Luigi Arena, died yesterday afternoon at the age of 73 years.  Two days ago, while serving in the 

Court of Bassano, had been struck by an illness during a hearing.  He was immediately 

transported to the hospital of the city of Grappa.  And yesterday died, leaving behind him his wife 

Teresa and their children Elisa Maria and Emanuele. 

Arena, as already said, was well known and appreciated for his manifold activities.  Fan of Vicenza 

from a life time, was the president of the Coordination Centre of the clubs [the association that 

reunite all the biancorossi fans] since 1998.  He served also as vice-president of the Vicenza 

Calcio.  And the club of via Schio, up0n hearing the sad news, expressed its condolences  «for the 

passing away of a passionate supporter for many years». 

«My Dad - explained his son Emanuele - dedicated his life to others.  I am not referring only to the 

family, to which he was very much attached, but even for his commitments at work and football.  

The most suitable adjective to define him is "generous"».  «Even when he was vice-president of 

Vicenza rejected just a normal compensation.  Preferred that the money went for the team».  

«He always addressed all issues ‘head-on’ - a consideration made by Piero Vigolo, ex vice-

president of the Coordination Centre - but with style and great class.  Yesterday I lost a brother, 

with whom I shared so many years of my life». 

«Its a big loss for the city of Vicenza.  Luigi Arena has been an important reference point for sport 

in our city.  A man who I have estimated a lot and of whom I will miss the presence», the comment 

of the president of Vicenza Sergio Cassingena, still under shock for the news. 

«I lost a great friend - are the words of Pieraldo Dalle Carbonare, ex president of Vicenza -"Gigi" 

was a real fan, passionate; when the team had to play an away game, and he couldn’t follow, he 

used to go for walks and await the final result.  With the commentary he 

used to be too much agitated».  

«Genuine, loyal and honest.  For him the word compromise did not exist - 

stressed Lucio Zarantonello, president of the order of lawyers - in the 

forum he was a great teacher for the young lawyers, he guided and 

assisted them with his experience». «I still remeber -  the president added - 

his bad mood when Vicenza lost.  He couldn’t hide his anguish, because in 

everything he did he used to put a great passion». 

«Luigi was a dear friend and a great lawyer.  He was also a great 

sportsman, beyond his passion for football.  I have a memory of him in the 

football team of the lawyers for his agility and his amazing run.  Will miss 

him», added the president of the Criminal Chamber, avv. Francesco Barilà. 

Gian Luigi Polato, lawyer and vicepresident of the Vicenza Calcio also 

spoke of him both as a professional and a passionate of the football world 

- «If I think of Luigi Arena, I think especially of an enthusiastic all-rounder 

person.  He was also a great speaker.  With his speeches he could ignite any 

crowd that was before him». 

«He faced everything with passion, from work to sport. In the ‘80s he was 

escort manager for the football team "Jus Sport", the lawyers team: he 

followed us in every away game. We lost a great companion». 

«For 25 years, and for five mandates he was mayor of Nanto.  With him the 

village has changed and grew - said Enzo Cabianca, current minority 

advisor - He had always been very attentive, especially toward the weakest 

in the community and towards all social aspects ». 

Giancarlo Tamiozzo and Claudia Milani Vicenzi 

FISSC wants to remember with this article, a man who has 

lived a life dedicated to sport. 

From these pages our sincere condolences to the family of 

Avv. Luigi Arena. 
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